Reply
to
US
Embassy
Invitation– from WRP Namibia
Letter:
to Mr. Charles Lobodell, Political Officer, American Embassy,
Windhoek, re: Meeting 10 December 2014
Dear Sir,
You have requested a meeting with me to discuss:
Our position on the election.
Our programme for the next 5 years in parliament.
We have delegated Mrs Erica Beukes, Jacobus Josob and our two
parliamentarians to meet with you on Thursday, 14:00, 11
December 2014. As indicated I will not be able to attend.
Our delegation is to discuss the following concerns.
In 1976 Dr Henry Kissinger on behalf of the American
Government requested Sam Nujoma to get rid of the “radicals”
in SWAPO. The “radicals” were SWAPO Youth League and PLAN
fighters who were demanding a stop to the corruption of the
SWAPO leadership and a Congress to call the leadership to
order and chart out a political programme centred on selfdetermination. This leadership were using warehouses of
weapons, food, clothing, medicine and general provisions as
their wholesalers while PLAN fighters were dying of hunger in
the camps.
They were also opposing the Sole and Authentic Representative
status of SWAPO bestowed on it by the United Nations
Organisation. The SWAPO leadership was tribal and did not
represent the Namibian Nation.
Dr Kissinger also had talks with President Kenneth Kaunda of
Zambia.

Shortly thereafter the Zambian Army rounded up the Plan and
Youth League members and started killing them. The survivors
were kept at Mbaroma Camp in Zambia.
As a result of the Kissinger initiative, SWAPO in 1978 started
building 3 metre deep dungeons in which it threw hundreds of
SWAPO members culling them regularly by firing squad and
hurling some of them from a mountain cliff in Southern Angola.
Thousands died in this manner until 1989.
Three days before the Cassinga massacre the SWAPO leadership
ordered the Mbaroma Camp inmates to be dressed in army
fatigues and brought to Cassinga in southern Angola to be
massacred on 4 May 1978.
Sam Nujoma during this reign of terror caused the 11-year old
son of Martha Ford (néé Beukes) to be killed as reprisal for
her criticism of their treacherous politics and sexual abuse
of young girls. Mrs Ford was a member of the Politbureau.
The ultimate consequence of this was that the issues of selfdetermination and civilization was deferred to today. We now
sit with a cleptocracy which ravages the country and its
people like a swarm of locusts.
Our delegation will also inform you of the electoral fraud
which has become endemic in this country. The very sovereignty
of the country has been shown to be void with the Indian
voting machines. This has been declared “free and fair” by the
European Union while the German Supreme Court has declared
voting machines to be intransparent and open to fraud. Even
Universal Franchise has been assailed and nullified.
Our concern is that the Kissinger Initiative put an indelible
question mark on your invitation. We cannot be blamed for
suspecting that this may be the beginning of American
intervention in Namibian affairs which bodes ill for Namibia,
ourselves and our party.

If that is the case, we demand that you desist from continuing
the Kissinger initiative.
We write this letter for the historical record, the laws of
which are stronger than any power.
Hewat Beukes, Authorised Representative.

